Reducing debt improves psychological functioning
and changes decision making in the poor
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 Abstract

 Key Results

We study how changes in indebtedness and resources affect psychological
functioning and decision making. Highly indebted low-income households in
Singapore benefited from a one-off, unanticipated debt relief program worth
several months’ household income. We measured household finances, anxiety,
cognitive functioning, and economic decision making pre- and post- debt relief.
Debt relief significantly improved cognitive functioning and reduced anxiety, risk
aversion, and present bias. We test the hypothesis that poverty-induced
impairments in psychological functioning alter economic decision making.
Reducing cognitive bandwidth taxes by eliminating debt accounts significantly
reduces present bias, but changes in absolute scarcity, performance in
inhibitory control tasks and anxiety are unrelated to economic decision making.
Interventions targeting cognitive bandwidth taxes could be more effective at
alleviating poverty than providing untargeted transfers.

1. Participants exhibit improved cognitive functioning, and reduced
anxiety, risk aversion, and present bias after receiving debt relief. This
demonstrates realistic interventions can remedy poverty induced
deficiencies. (See Figures 1 to 4)
2. Our results are consistent with Mani et al. (4) but contrast with Carvalho
et al. (6), suggesting financial shocks must be large to improve cognitive
functioning and reduce risk aversion in the poor. (See Table)
3. Poverty affects functioning more through bandwidth taxes than
material scarcity. Eliminating a debt account:
 Improves cognitive functioning equivalent to reducing aggregate debt by
SGD $1238.
 Significantly reduces anxiety and present bias whereas reducing aggregate
debt has no impact. (See Paper for more details)
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Figure 1 is based on the Eriksen Flanker Task measuring the inhibition control component of executive function (9); Figure 2 is based on
the eight-question diagnostic battery for Generalized Anxiety Disorder (10); Figure 3 is based on an incentivized risk choice task (11);
Figure 4 is based on time discounting choices made via two incentivized multiple price lists (12-13).

Cognitive Functioning Response Time: Fixed effects models except OLS for “Carvalho et al.”; “Our study” d.v. is log of Flanker task total
response time. “Mani et al.” d.v. is log of Stroop task total response time. “Carvalho et al.” d.v. is log of individual Flanker trial response time.
CRRA Parameter: Interval regression model. “Our study” and “Carvalho et al.” d.v. is CRRA parameter interval.

 Introduction

 Discussion

Recent studies challenge the conventional view that entrenched poverty
stems from structural factors and patterns of rational but sub-optimal
decision making.
 Scarcity itself may impair decision making, by reducing cognitive bandwidth
resources and causing stress and anxiety (1-7).
 Risky and impatient decisions made by the poor may be rooted in scarcitydriven deficits in cognitive and psychological functioning (8).

Bandwidth taxes may impede the poor more severely than material scarcity,
especially in developed countries. Benefits from welfare programs aimed at
material scarcity may have ceiling effects if nothing is done to reduce bandwidth
tax.

Understanding whether and how scarcity harms psychological
functioning is important for informing interventions to alleviate poverty.
 Current evidence is mixed. While the rural poor exhibit significant impairment
to cognitive functioning over the annual harvest cycle (4), no such effects are
found in the urban poor over the payday cycle (6).
 Is the impact of scarcity on functioning generalizable?
We address this question by studying the effects of a significant and
unanticipated positive wealth shock provided by a one-off debt relief
program targeted at highly indebted low-income households in Singapore.
 Low-income households often owe extensive debts for daily living expenses
such as rent and utilities.
 The average household in our study owed more than two months’ household
income in arrears.
 Debt relief (up to SGD $5000) generated a sharp quasi-experimental change
in financial resources worth several months’ household income.

For more insights, drop Qiyan Ong a note at qyong@nus.edu.sg

Eliminating debt accounts cuts bandwidth taxes and improves functioning. This
contrasts with the neoclassical economic view that (a) debt mental accounting
behaviours are counterproductive because they increase overall economic
costs (14), and (b) that untargeted cash transfers are more efficient than
targeted interventions.
While cognitive bandwidth taxes are a significant
cause of impaired functioning and decision making,
we find little support for the hypothesis that shockdriven improvements in inhibition control and anxiety
explain changes in risk attitudes and present bias.
Other cognitive pathways need to be tested.

Tax
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